
 

● Uncrewed aerial vehicles (UAVs) are 
influenced by wind conditions that 
can hamper their operations. and 
may perform erratically and 
endanger the environment.

● Measuring the wind in areas where 
UAV’s operate can be helpful in 
deterring catastrophic events.

● Our work takes inspiration from the 
design of “drag spheres” that are 
ground-based systems.

Dynamic Model for Wind Inference

● Develop a vision-based “ping-pong 
anemometer”  to later use on a 
UAV (quadrotor) to estimate wind 
speed using cost-effective means. 

● A ping-pong ball was suspended a predetermined 
distance from the base of a board, with a camera 
pointed on top of the ball 

● The board also mounted inexpensive hotwire sensor 
(Modern Devices) and an expensive ultrasonic sensor 
(Trisonica Mini) for data comparison. 

● Images and sensor data were recorded in an outdoor 
experiment and then post-processed in MATLAB.
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Left: Example image from data recording, Right: X-Y ball position data gathered from image processing 
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Introduction

Objective

● The ultrasonic wind speed data exhibits higher precision 
compared to other methods. 

● The X-Y data collected by the vision processing model can be 
converted into wind estimates based on drag models and the 
pendulum-like movement of the measurement setup

● A prototype ping-pong ball anemometer was developed and data 
was recorded comparing to existing anemometers.

● In future research, we aim to deploy this system on a UAV. We 
suspect that rotor wake will interfere with the wind speed, so we 
will need to determine a distance away from the quad that would 
alleviate that interference but not cause image resolution issues.

Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Simulation of Downtown Charlotte 
Wind-field

Reed III, Wilmer H., and James W. Lynch. "A Simple fast response 
anemometer." Journal of Applied Meteorology (1963): 412-416.

● We used a circle detection algorithm in MATLAB to find the position of the 
center of the ping-pong ball.

● A 3D spherical pendulum model was developed to 
represent motion in the presence of wind drag 

Data Collection Methodology

● The model can be used to infer the wind speed based 
on position values derived from imaging.
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Data collected for the three sensors used on the board. Represents 60 seconds of data for each 
sensors. Some sensors collect data at high frequencies, hence the disparity in data densities. 
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● We are not yet using the pendulum model; however, trends in the 
displaced pixel ball are observed when comparing with other sensors.


